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BI is sometimes used synonymously
with ‘decision support’, though it is
technically much broader, encompassing
knowledge management, competitive in-
telligence, data mining, and environ-
mental scanning among other
disciplines. The point is that BI is being
used to help companies make decisions.
Corporations are “stockpiling” BI to gain
a sustainable competitive advantage.

Not surprisingly sources for BI are 
diverse. They include customers, com-
petitors, employees, business trends,
statistics and financials. But these are
only the tip of the iceberg. Think of all
the sources of information that come
across your desk (e.g. articles, reports,
emails, invoices, electronic news bul-
letins, etc.). These too are part of the BI
information stack.

Software tools, in particular, play a
crucial role in BI, as they help facilitate
the process, for gathering and analyzing
the large amounts of raw data. 

In other words, BI helps transform
data into information, which is then
turned into knowledge. Sounds like mar-
ket research, doesn’t it? 

SHOULD MARKET RESEARCHERS
BE THE LEADERS IN DELIVERING
INTEGRATED, ACTIONABLE
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE?

Yes! Roger Griffin and Gail Tibbo in
last month’s issue of VUE, make an ex-
cellent argument for market researchers

WHAT IS BUSINESS 

INTELLIGENCE?

Interestingly, there is no clear cut def-
inition for BI. (We did a Google search
and came up with more than 20 defini-
tions, which leads us to believe that BI
is more of a shared initiative versus a spe-
cific tool or program).

Generally speaking, business processes,
analytics, software and intelligence gather-
ing are used to source, analyze and provide
access to information so that companies
can make better business decisions.

INTRODUCTION

As many of you are aware, MRIA will
be hosting a two day conference on Busi-
ness Intelligence (BI) this December. As
a precursor to this event, we have been
asked to write an article on BI. 

We subsequently took a stab at defin-
ing what BI is, provide some insight as to
why the market research community
should take the lead driving business in-
telligence, illustrate some applications of
BI that you can readily use and finish the
article with a quiz testing your BI IQ.
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Table - Examples of How You Can Use BI To Help Your Clients Make Meaningful Decisions

Due Diligence Audit

Marketing Audit

• The collection and
evaluation of information that
bears on the risks associated
with any significant
transaction.

• Many times this involves the
financial aspects of a
company such as accounting
records, unrecorded and
understated expenses.

A systematic, disciplined
assessment of the
effectiveness of a marketing
initiative; so that you can get
the greatest ROI from your
next marketing spend.

• You work as a research
analyst for a bank. You’ve
been asked by the VP
Marketing to investigate
irregularities in invoices that
your ad agency recently
submitted. 

• The VP acknowledges that
this task is normally
delegated to Finance, but
she wants someone with a
research ‘savoir faire’ versus
a ‘bean counter’.

• You are a market research
manager of a major fast
foods restaurant. Sales are
growing each year by 8%,
(which is a good thing). 

• But the US head office is
pressing  for a similar 5%
increase in ad spending
(which works out to an
additional $750,000 year!)
They feel that that sales is
directly related to advertising.

You carefully sift through the
ad agency’s terms of agree-
ment and highlight billing
terms and clauses that put
your company at a disadvan-
tage, tracking down an em-
ployee at the bank who used
to work for the ad agency in
their billing department for his
insights, as well as speak to
some industry contacts
(other bank ad managers,
and a former VP of a major
ad agency) for their insights.

• You decide to do some
intelligence gathering by
visiting several of your
company stores and asking
the staff why business is
good. 

• The most frequent reason
cited is that the weather has
been especially good for the
past 3 summers.  

• You then contact
Environment Canada who
confirms that the summer
months for the past few
years have been the warmest
and sunniest on record.

• From there you speak to a
director at the Canadian
Restaurant and Food
Association who claims that
over 30% of their members
have in fact cut back on
advertising because of
favorable weather conditions.

Not only are you able to
pinpoint the causes for the
agency’s billing irregularities
and the frequency that they
occur, but you also come up
with a list of actionable
recommendations on how to
overcome these errors and a
template for new terms of
agreement that is fair to both
parties.

Mystery Shopping Under the guise of a
customer, shoppers carefully
observe and report back how
they were treated by staff.

You work in sales support for
a new telecom. Your first task
is to develop some training
procedures.  

• To learn about your call cen-
ter’s sales delivery, you get a
some friends and yourself to
do a phone shop.

• 10 calls were placed. 

• Each followed a similar sce-
nario (looking to switch my
phone company, please tell
why I should consider yours). 

• Four areas were studied,
(needs assessment, willing-
ness to explain rates, desire
to make the sale and profes-
sionalism (friendliness, pa-
tience, etc.).

• Performance was rated
‘Poor’ by all the shoppers. 

• Your intelligence unequivo-
cally  showed that all the
front line staff at the call cen-
tre need to be retrained as
well as receive ongoing
coaching.

BI Application Definition Scenario Steps Taken Deliverables

• You are able to go back to
head office and convince
them that ad spending
should, if anything, be
decreased not increased. 

• 3 test markets are chosen
and ad spending cut back
the following year. 

• Not surprisingly sales are
largely unaffected by the ad
spending cutback.
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to take ownership and lead in driving BI.
It is worthwhile recapping some of their
thoughts:

• Large or small, every successful busi-
ness today needs faster, better, and more
relevant information that can be filtered,
analyzed and prioritized.  Information
users are many and come from all cor-
ners of the organization.  Their goals are
simple – they are all looking for inte-
grated, actionable intelligence that allows
them to make meaningful and produc-
tive business decisions. 

• As an industry, there is no question
that market researchers are well posi-
tioned to satisfy this evolving market re-
quirement. With a firm understanding
of information analysis, polling, focus
groups and survey research, we already
sit in positions that provide windows of
opportunity into this new dimension of
business. 

• In today’s highly competitive global
marketplace, firms need to leverage every
asset to their advantage. Market research
is a strategic asset – we, the practition-
ers, have the tools, the process and the
savoir-faire to champion business intel-
ligence and to facilitate its evolution.

Now if you take these comments and
marry them to corporate Canada’s often
quoted philosopher and parallel thinker,
Sun Tzu*, we clearly see that collecting
data, discerning meaning in the data and
responding to the resultant information
is what is needed to help succeed in bat-
tle – whether it be protecting one’s mar-
ket share against a new competitor or
land from an invading army.

We also recently came across a job ad
for a new position: Corporate Business
Intelligence Manager. Five skills were
listed: 
1. excellent motivator with high energy

level;
2. experience in competitive analysis and

market research;
3. excellent communications skills;
4. superior analytical mind; and,
5. experience with on-line databases.

NOVICE

1. Where do companies typically glean their
primary sources of BI?

a. Internally
b. Externally 
c. Both internally and externally

2. How can one best view BI?
a. As a decision support system
b. As an information report system
c. As a data storage system

3. Which of the following tools is not 
commonly used for BI?

a. Data Mining
b. Data Warehouses
c. Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
d. Text Mining
e. Critical Path Systems

4. Why are market researchers best suited
to be the leader in delivering integrated,
actionable BI?

a. Have the tools and structure to conduct
BI

b. Are already exposed to BI 
c. Have clients, who in turn, need BI to fast

track and improve decision making
d. All of the above

ADVANCED

1. Who coined the term, “Business
Intelligence”, back in 1989?

a. Michael Porter, Harvard University
b. Howard Dresner, Gartner Group
c. Henry Mintzberg, McGill University

2. Which of the following tools is not com-
monly used for BI?

a. Scorecarding
b. Data Mapping
c. Text Mining
d. Document Warehouses

3. When setting up a BI program, which of
the following areas should be addressed?

a. The current information gathering compe-
tencies within your company

b. Who within your company will benefit
from undertaking this initiative and who
will pay 

c. What type of metrics will be used for
each piece of information being gathered

d. How the program should be tested for
accuracy, reliability and validity

e. All of the above

4. Which of the following processes is seen
as the next generation of BI?

a. Business Integration Management
b. Business Performance Management
c. Business Strategic Intelligence
d. Business Global Integration Management
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Test Your BI IQ

CONCLUSION
Business intelligence is no longer a

novelty or luxury. It is becoming a cru-
cial tool in delivering decision making.
Just as market researchers have been in-
strumental in cementing the impor-
tance of customer servicing through
customer satisfaction studies, we
should, as a community begin to recog-
nize and even embrace BI. 

No doubt, most market researchers al-
ready possess most if not all of these
skills, reaffirming that market researchers
are well suited to participate in and lead
BI initiatives.

Does any of this resonate? If your
company already has a BI program in
place, get involved. If they are thinking
of setting one up, get on the task force. If
BI is completely new to your company,
then get the ball rolling by making senior
management aware of the need for BI
and seeing who within your company al-
ready has some knowledge of or experi-
ence in BI.

* In The Art of War, Sun Tzu claims that “to suc-
ceed in war, one should have full knowledge of
one’s own strengths and weaknesses and full
knowledge of one’s enemy’s strengths and weak-
nesses. Lack of either one might result in de-
feat.”

(Answers 1: c, 2: b, 3: e, 4: d)

(Answers 1: b, 2: b, 3: e, 4: b)
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